This study is meaningful in that it builds the basic data necessary for developing skinny jeans for Korean women in their 20s based on the level of satisfaction with the apparel fit by body parts and brand choices gathered from studies on the skinny jeans consumption pattern among students in their 20s and on the results of the movement functionality and appearance sensory tests conducted on skinny jeans from six labels with the highest market share, popularity, and brand recognition, with the goal of developing skinny jeans for Korean women in their 20s.
according to the jeans sales at the major department stores in South Korea from January to November 2011 2) . Recently, foreign premium brands like True Religion Jeans, Diesel Jeans, Robin's Jeans, and Nudie Jeans have entered the market, with a strong presence 3) .
Meanwhile, skinny jeans are gaining in popularity among the young female population on the back of the preference for slimmer and sexier body lines stemming from the continued weight loss fever 4) . Related academic studies are also under way as jeans are now a major fashion item. The precedent studies on jeans were heavily focused on styling habits and fit 5) 6)7)8) , analysis style and design 9) 10) , and pattern development 11)12)13) and research consumers 14)15) . However, the studies on the development of skinny jeans, which have become an important styling element, are insufficient at this point, although they are in demand.
Therefore, this study, in a joint research effort Ⅱ. Method
Research Consumer
In a precedent research 16) , a survey was conducted on consumers' tendencies based on the jeans-wearing habits of female students in their 20s. on these areas, the pair does not fit properly in some body parts. In particular, there was a notable dissatisfaction with the fact that most jeans now have a much shorter crotch length.
The subjects explained their complaints, saying that they need to be cautious about their back when sitting down in the pants as they do not want their underwear to show, and that they do not feel that the pair of jeans complements their body as it makes their legs look shorter.
Analysis of the fit of skinny jeans
The results are as follows. (N) (%)
Fre.
(N) (%)
(N) (%) 2) showed satisfactory fit levels <Tab. 13>.
As in the evaluation of movements, the fit satisfaction level were high in areas like the waist and belly, with scores coming in at 3.5 or higher, although the knees, crotch, thighs, and hips were ranked as the areas were discomfort was felt, listed in the order of the discomfort level.
2) Sensory evaluation of appearance
In the sensory evaluation of appearance <Tab. 
